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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TRIUMPH LEARNING ANNOUNCES READINESS FOR COMMON CORE— A
DIGITAL BOOKSHELF CONTAINING INSTRUCTION, PRACTICE, AND
ASSESSMENT RESOURCES WITH REAL-TIME DATA CAPABILITIES
Bestselling ELA and Math Products Now Accessible Online
New York, NY, November 2012—In response to customer demand, Triumph Learning
has made available online a comprehensive resource library of proven ELA and math
content for grades 3-8. Readiness for Common Core contains hundreds of highly
effective lessons and practice sessions, and is entirely teacher-driven and facilitated.
Assessment is robust, with two-dozen ready-made benchmark, domain, and summative
tests, and a build-a-test feature that allows creation of original assessments. Thousands
of questions—a minimum of 10 per standard—are included in the Readiness item bank.
Up-to-the-minute data allows educators to analyze items and sort results in meaningful
ways—by lesson, assessment, class, or student—providing educators the capability to
track growth and proficiency. Of critical importance to users is the ability to differentiate
instruction with ease. Access to grade levels 3-8 for every bestselling series means
multiple selections to support individual learning needs—all indexed by Common Core
Standard, academic topic, and popular terms.
Educators appreciate the versatility of Readiness for Common Core. James Aldinger,
Title I Director of Tennessee’s Shelby County Schools, long-time Triumph Learning
Coach book users, is among them: “We’re excited to see that Readiness for Common
Core allows teacher-facilitated instruction and assessment, and that it supplies specific
data on class and individual student progress. This digital program gives educators the
ability to pinpoint differentiation for their students.” Interactive practice can be assigned
electronically to students—appropriately-leveled independent work comes to individuals
privately—or displayed with lessons on class whiteboards. Alternatively, teachers may
elect to print PDFs of lessons and practice. Methods of teaching, practicing, testing, and
reporting are entirely at the discretion of the instructor.
Triumph Learning is delighted to deliver this rich digital resource to the fingertips of
teachers, smoothing the transition to the new Common Core State Standards and enabling
standards mastery for all.
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